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Implement a constrained optimal
control in a conventional level
controller—Part 1
Novel tuning method enables a conventional PI controller to explicitly
handle the three important operational constraints of a liquid level
loop in an optimal manner as well as copes with a broad range of level
control from tight to averaging control
M. LEE, Yeungnam University, Kyongsan, Korea; and J. SHIN and J. LEE, LG Chem.,
Daejeon, Korea

D

ue to the importance of liquid level loops for successful plant operation, extensive research has been done to
enhance their control performance.'"'' A level controller
is often required to not only minimize level deviation but also
CO provide nonaggressive control action. Controlling outflow
behavior is as crucial as controlling the liquid level itself, especially
when the outflow is situated upstream of a critical unit such as a
reactor or a separation column. Furthermore, a liquid level loop
generally has three important operational constraints: the rate of
change in the outflow should be kept below an allowable limit
for smooth control action, the level deviation should be within
an allowable inventory limit and the outflow overshoot should
also be within an allowable limit to avoid severe overflow and
downstream oscillations.
For these reasons, level control problems can be considered
as typical constrained optimal control problems. In spite of its
industrial importance, the constrained optimal control strategy
has rarely been employed in level loops because of the lack of a
proper design method to implement it in the conventional PI controller. Recently, a novel constrained optimization-based approach
has been proposed to cope with the constrained optimal control of
a level loop in a unified manner.'"-' ' In this article, we introduce
a practical PI controller tuning method for optimal level control
by extending this approach to explicitly handle the three typical
constraints previously mentioned.
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The closed-loop transfer functions for the regulatory problem
are then:
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Optimal level control formulation. The liquid level loop
in Fig. 1 can be simply described by the following equation:
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FIC. 1 ' Typical level control loop.
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FIG. 2

Typical contours and constraints for the seven possible
cases with respect to the global optimum location. The
shaded part denotes the feasible region.
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The damping factor of the above closed-loop characteristic
equation is expressed as:
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FIG. 3

The control objective is to minimize both the rate of change
in the outflow and the level deviation against the variation of the
inflow, which is the main concern in a level loop. The level loop
should also be operated under the following three operational
constraints or specifications: a maximum allowable rate of outflow
change, QVwiv- maximum allowable level deviation, H„,^; and a
maximum allowable outflow, Q, „,^^-, to a given inflow variation.
Therefore, the optimal control problem of a level loop can be
formulated as:
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Flow chart for finding the global optimum and optimal PI
parameters.
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Consider a regulatory problem with regard to a step change
of magnitude AQ, in the inflow (i.e., Qj{s)=\Qj/s)- Through
some mathematical manipulations, the optimal control problem
defmed by Eqs. 9a-d can be converted into the following constrained optimization problem expressed in terms of T¡-[ and t, {see
the Appendix for the details of its derivation):
(10a)
subject to:
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where Ä(ü> ^(D and/(^) are given by Eqs. (A9), (A13) and (A6)
in the appendix, respectively.
Optimal PI controller design. Applying the Lagrangian
multiplier'' converts the constrained problem in Eqs. lOa-d into
the equivalent unconstrained problem:
min¿(r^,¿^,OÍ, ,u)2,Ü)3,íT¡,íT2,íT,)
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This case is likely to occur when the three specifications,
Qom^'^max^'^
Q'„ „,^^ are mild (i.e., have large values). In
particular, case A happens when l,^¡,, < Ç and

Qomax)

Increase {Q
0.5206 (AQ-JA)

^^í Infeasible

In this case, the extreme point (^ , T //) in the interior of the
three constraints is the global optimum. The global optimum {t,
, T'//) is calculated from Eqs. 13a-b as given in Table 1:
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Once the global optimum of (^ T//) is evaluated for a given
specification set, the corresponding optimal PI parameters can be
directly calculated from Eqs. 6, 7 and 8 as follows:

N
Inleasible

fC Feasible
Feasibility check and design of a constraint set.

where cot is a Lagrange multiplier {wi <0) and O", is a slack
variable.
The necessary conditions for a stationary point are:
dL
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The shortcut procedure for finding the global optimum and
PI parameters is illustrated in Fig. 3. Since Qo,,,,i.>r is only a function of ^ for a given AQj, setting the value of Q,, „„^ is equivalent
to setting that of the tninimum allowable damping factor, Í, ^,„.
Furthermore, it is clear that ^X Ç''" and ^"'are equal to ^„„„. As
seen in Table 1, most of the equations employed for finding the
optimal t, are expressed in their implicit forms. However, calculating the optimal ^ can be easily achieved by using a simple
root-finding method.
It sbotild be noted that when y/,<yg, tio vertex point is formed
by
y^
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The simultaneous solutions of Eqs. 13a-f for various combinations of ü),-0, üJ/9^0,<T,=0 and ír^=^O are associated with the corresponding optimum cases. Fig. 2 shows the seven possible cases
with respect to the global optimum location of the optimization
problem in Eqs. 10a—d. As depicted in Fig. 2, the global optimum
can be located in the interior of the three constraints (case A), on
the boundary of one constraint (cases C, B and E) or on the vertex
formed by two constraints (cases D, F and G). The conditions
associated with these seven possible cases can be evaluated by
investigating the geometrical characteristics of the contours and
constraints shown in Fig. 2 and are summarized in Table 1.
For example, case A corresponds to the situation where cö| =
ü)2-ttí,=0 in Eq. 12.
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and 7 ^ - 7 / ( 0 - This situation is likely to occur when rhe
specification Q'„ „,^ and/or //,„,„. are mildly set with relatively large
values. In this case, it should be noted that case D does not exist
and the value of ^""^ can be simply considered as extremely large
for evaluating the conditions in Table 1.
Effect of weighting factor. The weighting factor, w, is a
crucial parameter to adjust the control performance and robustness. When a larger w is chosen, the optimal control performance
measure is mainly determined by the level response. Therefore,
the PI controller yields a tighter level response, which corresponds
to "tight level control," and the response is likely constrained by
Q'o ^„^. When a smaller w is used, the performance measure is
mainly weighted by the rate of change in the outflow. The controller gives a smoother control action, i.e., "averaging level control"
and the response is likely constrained by Hf,,,,^.
Constraint s e t feasibility. It is often desirable to control a
level loop on the tightest possible constraint set. However, since
all three specifications are interrelated, they cannot be selected
arbitrarily or independently. Tberefore, the constraint set should
be determined not only by considering the process requirement
but also by satisfying tbe feasibility.
Remark 1. For any given Q'„ „,,„- (or H^,,J), the tightest available H^^^ (or Q'„„„;,.) always occurs at I,' = 0.4040 and thus satisfies"
(15)
H Q'
A g i v e n ( Q ' f l ,nax- LI^ax)
s e t is f e a s i b l e
if
^m^Q-'om,^ > 0 . 5 2 0 6 ( A Q . ' / / ^ ) . O t h e r w i s e , t h e (Q'„,„„^, //,„,«)
set is infeasible.
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T A B L E 1 . Conditions associated with and calculation of global optimums for the constrained optimization problem
in Eqs. 10
Case

Lagrangian
parameter

(Di=<O;
A

=(03=0

Typical
specification

Global optimum
and its location

Condition

Global optimum
calculation

Mild Q'o
Mild //„

In the interior

Mild f?„

of the constraint set

<r]=ÍO2

Tight O'o ma.,

On X„ Mild 0„™,

Tight W

Tight Co
Tight/y,,

-0

J

OnT^-^

Mild 0„

On the vertex vr by
7

Mild 0^

^(0

and T;/ -

Mild 0\^,,.
Mild/y^,,
Tight Q„^

H

H

Mild p'o™.,
F

ff,=(i3

Tight Z/,^,

=0

Tight Com^

Onr. =

On the vertex vu by
or

Tight C J ' , ^ ,
Miidtf_

rW

_

'

^

7/ ^ fiO and T^ =

On the vertex t-/ by
and r ^ -

Tight Co™.

If 'ih<'ig' ^^ vertex wor case D is not available and set Ç*' by an infinite or extremety large values.

Remark 2. Q, „,^ can be specified only between AQ, and
i. Any (Q'„„^, Qj,„,J and (Z/,^, (2,„J set is feasible with
this available Q,„^• The tight (Q'<,„^, Q^™^) (or ( / / ^ . Q, ;;^))
specification set requires the mÜd H„^ (or Q'i,,;^«) specification
for it to be feasible.
Fig. 4 illustrates the overall procedure for checking the fea76
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sihiHty of a given constraint set and designing a feasible constraint set.
Part 2 of this article will be published in February and discuss PI controller design for tigbt constraint control aJid provide
some examples.
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